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Abstract: The main aim of this review paper is to gift the concept of harnessing the varied energy and use it in today’s existence 
of human life. For creature motion has become important. so as to sustain during this quick forward world he should travel 
from place to position. it's vital that point taking for motion ought to be less, additionally it ought to be economical and simply 
offered. With the quick depleting resources of gasoline and diesel, there's have to be compelled to realize intermittent alternative. 
Taking all this into consideration, a shift far from standard primarily based fuels to employing a renewable sources of energy 
may be a should. electrical bike which is able to be driven with the assistance of battery and so offer needed voltage to the motor. 
the main target of this report is to perform power calculations and system style of this electrical Bike. This bike will be driven 
with the assistance of electricity or additionally with the assistance of alternative energy. thus the producing of such bike is 
indispensable. 
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Nomenclature 
 P = Power N = revolution per min  
T = Torque 
 σs = Shear stress 
 σt = Tensile stress  
σut = Ultimate Tensile Stress  
fos = Factor of safety 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
In the fashionable societies, the increasing desires of quality suggests that generally increasing the number of vehicles 
current. shut problems, as as associate example native waste product emissions for the atmosphere, influence in addition, in recently, 
the technical picks connected with all quite vehicles. throughout this context, new alternatives to this burning engines are necessary. 
So, vehicles with electrical propulsion seem to be a noteworthy completely different [1, 2, 3]. starting from this context, this analysis 
describes a solution that was developed and studied to be applied in electrical vehicles of individual use as bicycles. the 
solution proposes the combination of two sources of energy, batteries and super capacitors, and a pair of DC-DC converters. On 
board, batteries and super capacitors store the energy.  
Anyway, the projected topology considers that fuel cells got to be used in two ways: replacement the set of batteries or to charge the 
batteries and additionally the super capacitors. Because it is documented, inside the standard electrical traction systems the batteries 
drive the high currents and inside the worst situation drive this peaks demanded by the load. as a result of it's documented, this 
sort of operation decreases powerfully the autonomy of the vehicles for individual use. The continual and random operation of 
electrical vehicles desires and claims for systems rising the autonomy and additionally the performance of the out there 
ones. throughout this situation, a solution to reinforce the battery behavior and its time life is to interchange quickly the battery by 
another power offer or, as inside the developed answer, {to produce to offer to provide} the system exploitation different power 
supply once unsought and transient things occur [4]. throughout this case, the load is provided by the complementary 
energy offer avoiding, at least, deep discharges of the battery. The adopted answer uses super capacitors, that drive the peaks of 
power required by the load. 

II. WHAT IS ELECTRIC BIKE? 
The Electric bike may be a bike that is driven with the assistance of battery that is coupled to motor. Main principle It workson the 
principle that the electrical phenomenon of associate A.C.motor that receives power keep in D.C. battery is regenerate with the 
assistance of D.C. to A.C. converter. 
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III. WORKING MEDIUM 
Here for the motivation of cause the action takes place from that AssociateinNursing energizing current is evolved that's in 
charge for the in operation. The in operation medium is acid that's separated into columns of H ions and negative SO4 ions once 
mixed with water. If the poles of the cell unit connected by a load, the flow of the electrons is from negative to positive. A bivalent 
positive lead is made from neutral lead once combined with bivalent negative of SO4 cluster to make lead sulphate. This results due 
to inadequacy of electrons at negative pole. Through the electron give a bivalent positive lead is made at positive pole from 
quadrivalent positive lead. a mixture of SO4 comes into existence thereby ruling the mixture of O2 that leads to formation of 
PbSO4. The atoms of part and substance from resolution unit discharged on to make water thereby decreasing the density of battery 
acid. Operation: throughout this a DC waveform that's obtained id created arching due to operational equipped D.C. to A.C. 
amplifying circuit by switch the current among the range of physical phenomenon that flows from battery to D.C. to A.C. device 
circuit. By pattern equipment circuit the insufficient A.C. current is amplified over again. thus on drive the circuit through the 
condenser, this amplified current is fed to the stator winding of the A.C. motor. The condenser that's used acts as a storage 
of current and delivers at the time of demand. The wheel place in on motor shaft is driven by the locomotion of the current. The rear 
wheel is being turned by the chain drive mechanism on it the alternative two remaining sprocket wheels unit place in. The wheel is 
driven by the rear wheel place in on the rear sprocket. thus the electrical bike is mobilized by pattern wattage. 

IV. COMPONENTS OF E – BIKE 
 The Electric bike consists of following components viz, DC motor, Frame, Platform, Battery, Drive etc [5].  

A. Dc Motor 
The motor is having 250 watt. capacity with maximum 2100 rpm. Its specifications are as follows: Current Rating: 7.5amp Voltage 
Rating: 48 Volts Cooling: Air – cooled Bearing: Single row ball 

 
Fig: 1 Dc Motor 

B.  Frame 
The Frame is created of M.S. beside some any light-weight weight parts. The frame is supposed to sustain the burden of the person 
driving the unit, the burden of load to be sent and collectively to hold the accessories like motor. Collectively it have to be 
compelled to be vogue actually and overcome the stresses which might arise able to as a result of utterly totally different driving and 
braking torques and impact loading across the obstacles. it's trained and a broach enough to hold the support plates. 

C. Platform 
The Platform is supposed with durable base thus it'll hold the load at the facet of the burden of the driving person uniformly. it's 
fictional from low-carbon steel at a specific angle in cross section and welded with a sheet of metal of specific thickness. The 
platform’s alignment is unbroken horizontal irrespective whether or not or not it's loaded or blank and this is {often|this can be} 
often directly quick and welded to the frame. 

D. Battery 
The battery conjointly acts as a condenser during a method that it stores the electrical energy made by the generator because 
of chemical science transformation and provide it on demand. Battery is additionally referred to as associate degree accumulator of 
electrical charge. This happens sometimes whereas beginning the system. 

 
Fig: 2  Battery 
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E. Chain Drive 
A Chain is associate array of links command along with one another with the assistance of steel pins. this sort of arrangement 
makes a series a lot of enduring, long lasting and higher means of transmittal rotation from one gear to a different. 

 
FIG: 3 Chain Drive 

The major advantage of chain drive over ancient gear is that, the chaindrive will transmit move with the assistance of 2 gear and a 
sequence over a distance where as in ancient several gears should be organized during a mesh so as to transmit motion. 

F.  Braking System 
 For the braking system it's convenient to use braking system employed in band brakes that carries with it spring loaded friction- 
shoe mechanism, that is driven with the assistance of hand lever. 

V. MATERIAL AND METHODS 
The existence of two major databases, web of Science (WoS) and Scopus, raises the very important question of the compare and 
stability of statistics obtained from utterly completely different information sources [6]. several studies have measured the overlap 
between 
knowledgebases andthus theimpactof using utterly completelydifferent knowledge sourcesfor knowledge analysis knowledge on 
bibliometric indicators, demonstrating a much bigger sort of journals indexed by Scopus compared to WoS [7]. about the overlap, 
eighty four of the WoS titles are indexed in Scopus, whereas exclusively fifty four of the Scopus titles unit of measurement indexed 
in WoS [8,9]. For this reason, Scopus was selected for this work. throughout this study, a look of Elsevier’s Scopus information was 
performed using the key to seem to seem of Title, Abstract and Keywords, to identify publications that address the issue of the 
electrical bicycle. The search was conducted over the entire information series, that is, the lastfortyfouryears,from1973Energies 
2018, 11, 1894 four of sixteen to 2017. The search question was: TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Electri* bicycl*” OR “Electri* Bik*” OR “e-
bike”), since the scientific literature presents alternative ways that to ascertain with electrical or electrical and bicycle or bike, in 
addition to singular or plural forms, and recently e-bike. this method has been used successfully in several bibliometric studies [10–
11]. throughout this way, with the publications that aforesaid the electrical bicycle, the evolution of scientific production is 
also studied in accordance with years, reasonably publication, language, distribution of publications by country, 
regulation categories of publications, andanalysisofkeywords;thislastaspectistheonethatprovidesthemostinformationfortheresearch 
administered. Once the manuscripts related to the electrical bicycle area unit obtained, the study on analysis trends is run through 
the study of their keywords. The first step is to research that keywords are the most frequent among all these manuscripts; this shows 
which topics have been the most studied for the electrical bicycle. to ascertain the relative importance among them, these results unit 
of measurement generally portrayed by a cloud word. The second step was a knowledge look for the ten main countries that have 
published on this topic. For China, the specific query was: TITLE-ABS-KEY(“Electric bicycle OR “Electric Bike OR E-bike”) 
AND (LIMIT-TO (AFFILCOUNTRY, “China”). These results will show the foremost keywords utilized within the manuscripts 
discovered by this country. The third step was another knowledge look for the foremost keywords obtained from the 
foremost query; e.g., TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Electri* bicycl*” OR “Electri* Bik*” OR “E-bike”) AND (LIMIT-TO 
(EXACTKEYWORD, “Transportation”)). These results will show the evolution of the keywords throughout the study quantity. The 
set of articles obtained at intervals the most search unit of measurement portrayed by a network that is noded and connected. 
Nodes unit of measurement the keywords and their importance is portrayed by the dimensions of the node and its position at 
intervals the network. the dimensions of the affiliation between two nodes represents the number of relationships between the 
two keywords, thus the larger the association between those two keywords the thicker the link area unit. If it's desired to 
understand around that topics the articles unit of measurement sorted, that is to say, that parts of the network unit of 
measurement further interconnected with each other, it is necessary to use a community detection rule [12]. Finally, the community 
detection rule is applied to the network of the foremost question to cluster the worldwide rends to the search criteria. As less 
powerfully connected parts unit of measurement associated with this nucleus ,the peripheral parts unit of 
measurement structured. throughout this work the southwest VOS viewer has been used (http://www.vosviewer.com/) specifically 
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for this type of scientific production analysis [13,14]. Figure one shows the define of the diagrammatic methodology. Energies 2018, 
11,xFORcritiquefoursixteenthe electrical bicycle, the evolution of scientific production is also studied in accordance with 
years, reasonably publication, language, distribution of publications by country, regulation categories of publications, and analysis 
of key words; this last facet is that the one that provides the foremost knowledge for the analysis administered. Once the 
manuscripts related to the electrical bicycle area unit obtained, the study on analysis trends is run through the study of their 
keywords. the first step is to research that keywords unit of measurement the foremost frequent among of those manuscripts; this 
shows that topics area unit the foremost studied for the electrical bicycle. to ascertain the relative importance among them, these 
results unit of measurement generally portrayed by a cloud word. The second step was a selected look for the ten main countries that 
have discovered on this subject. For China, the actual question was: TITLE-ABS-KEY (“Electri* bicycl*” OR “Electri* Bik*” OR 
“E-bike”) AND (LIMIT-TO (AFFILCOUNTRY, “China”)). These results will show the foremost keywords utilized within 
the manuscripts discovered by this country. The third step was another specific look for the foremost keywords obtained from the 
foremost query; e.g., TITLEABS-KEY (“Electric  bicycle” OR “Electric Bike” OR “E-bike”) AND (LIMIT-TO 
(EXACTKEYWORD, “Transportation”). These results will show the evolution of the keywords throughout the study quantity. The 
set of articles obtained at intervals the most search unit of measurement portrayed by a network that is noded and connected. 
Nodes unit of measurement the keywords and their importance is portrayed by the dimensions of the node and its position at 
intervals the network. the dimensions of the affiliation between two nodes represents the number of relationships between the 
two keywords, thus the larger the association between those two keywords the thicker the link area unit. If it's desired to 
understand around that topics the articles unit of measurement sorted, that is to say, that parts of the network unit of 
measurement further interconnected with each other, it is necessary to use a community detection rule [12]. Finally, the community 
detection rule is applied to the network of the foremost question to cluster the worldwide rends to the search criteria. As less 
powerfully connected parts unit of measurement associated with this nucleus, the peripheral parts unit of measurement 
structured. throughout this work the southwest VOS viewer has been used (http://www.vosviewer.com/) specifically for this type of 
scientific production analysis [13,14]. Figure one shows the define of the diagrammatic methodology. 

A. Advantages 
1) Easy to commute with low fatigue. 
2) Less maintenance cost. 
3) Normal Drag/Pedal is possible when power is not in use. 
4) Deployable batteries – can be taken inside house. 
5) Cost of the unit is very low. 
6) Easy to carry since it is portable 

 
B. Disadvantages 
1) High intensity of wind load 
2) High centre of gravity. 
3) Cannot tolerate drastic changes in environment. 
4) Needs Periodic Monitoring 

VI. CONCLUSION 
With the increasing consumption of natural resources of hydrocarbon, diesel it's necessary to shift our means towards alternate 
resources just like the electrical bike et al. as a result of it's necessary to spot new means of transport. electrical bike could be a 
modification of the prevailing cycle by victimisation electrical energy and conjointly solar power if star panels square measure 
provided, that might add up to extend in energy production. Since it's energy economical, electrical bike is cheaper and cheap to 
anyone. It are often used for shorter distances by folks of any age. It are often contrived throughout the year. the foremost very 
important feature of the electrical bike is that it doesn't consume fossil fuels thereby saving crores of foreign currencies. The second 
most vital feature is it's pollution free, eco – friendly and quiet operating. For countervailing environmental pollution victimisation 
of on – board electrical Bike is that the most viable resolution. It are often charged with the assistance of AC adapter if there's 
Associate in Nursing emergency. The overhead per/ metric linear unit is incredibly less and with the assistance of solar battery it 
will reduce up additional. Since it's fewer elements it are often simply destroyed to little elements, so requiring less maintenance. 
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